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1. Introduction. Let p be an odd prime, Fp the field of p elements.

Given a, 6££p the mapping

x —* 0 if x = 0,

—» ax       if {x/p) = 1,

—> bx       if {x/p) = — 1.

where {x/p) is the quadratic residue symbol, has been called a split

dilation by W. H. Mills. If ab^O and {a/p) = {b/p), it is a permuta-

tion of the elements of Fp.

Two maps £, Q of Fp into itself are called equivalent if Q{x)

= P{x+a)+b for some a, b and all x in Fp. Two split dilations have

the property that they are equivalent only when they are equal.

In this note we discuss split dilations of a field with q elements

where the splitting is defined for any divisor of q— 1. Such split dila-

tions are equivalent only when they are equal. The attractive conjec-

ture that every permutation is equivalent to some split dilation is

shown false by enumerating the split dilations and comparing this

with the total number of equivalence classes.

2. Split dilations. Let £ be the field with q elements and char-

acteristic p, d a divisor of q — 1, /c a primitive dth root of unity in £,

r = iq-l)/d.

Let a = (ci, ■ • •,»<!)£ Fd. The map Da defined by

Da{x) =0 if x = 0

= OiX        if xT = k

= a%x        if xr = k2

= a*x        if xT — Kd = 1

is said to be a d-split dilation of £.

Every mapping of F into itself is given by a unique polynomial of

degree less than q. To see that a d-split dilation Da may be put into

the form
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Da(x) = •4<j_i*,(d-1)* + Ad-iXT(-d-Vx + ■ ■ • + AixTx + A0x

it is only necessary to solve the system

d—l

Z A** = aj,       j = 1, 2, • • ■ , d.
t-0

The determinant is a nonvanishing Vandermonde determinant and

the system has a solution.

Call two maps P, Q of F into itself equivalent if there are a, BEF

such that Q(x) =P(x+a)+B for all x. If Q and P are written as poly-

nomials of degree less than q, their degrees are equal (the zero poly-

nomial being assigned the degree 0).

Theorem 1. Let d\q — l, dy^q—l. Let Da be d-split and suppose the

degree of the polynomial representing Da is not divisible by p. Then any

d-split dilation which is equivalent to Da equals Da.

Proof. Suppose Da(x) is given by the polynomial

.4._lX'■<'-1>+, + A^iX'to-v-i-1 + ■ ■ ■ + Aix*1 + A„x

where A,-i?*0 and   l^s^d.  Then Da(x+a)+B is given  by  the

polynomial

^._iX'-(»-1>+1 + (r(s - 1) + lM.-ia*'*-1) + • • ■ .

If 5=1 the theorem is trivial, so assume that s>l.

Since d^q—l, r(s — l)>r(s — 2) + l and the coefficient of the

r(s — l)st degree term is (r(s — l) + l)A,-ia. If Da(x+a)+B is to be

<Psplit, this coefficient = 0. Since r(s— l) + lp^0, ^4,_i5^0, it follows

a = 0. B = 0 comes from setting x = 0.

Remark. The hypothesis on the degree of the polynomial repre-

senting Da is satisfied in two important instances:

1° q = P,
2° the degree of the polynomial representing Da is maximal, i.e.,

the degree is r(d —1) + 1 = (q(d— l) + l)/d and hence never = 0 mod p.

Special cases of split dilations are:

(1) £ arbitrary, d = l.Da(x) =axx is a dilation of Pin the usual sense.

(2) p odd, d = 2, Da(x)=0 if x = 0, axx is x^~ul2= —I, and a2x"if

3.(<r-i)/2 = i (aia2^0, ai(«-1)/2 = a2(3-1)/2) is a split dilation as defined

by Mills.
(3) p arbitrary, d = q — 1. Da, for suitable choice of the a,-, can be

any map of P into itself which sends 0 into 0.

3. The group of  split  dilations.   Let  Ki={xEF—{o}\xr = Ki}
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i = l, • ■ ■ , d (notation as in §2). Kd is a subgroup of £— {O}, the £,•

are its cosets.

Let Da, a = {ai, • • • , a*), be d-split. Suppose a,££T(,)_,- where the

map 7r of 1, 2, • • • , d into itself is determined by a. If x££,-, then

L>a{x) =a,x££r(,). Furthermore, the map x—>atx from the set £,•

to the set £,») is bijective. Thus Da is a permutation if, and only if,

x is a permutation of 1, 2, • • • , d. Clearly every it in the symmetric

group Sd comes from some Da.

Let Da, Da> be rf-split dilations which permute the classes K, ac-

cording to it, it' respectively. Then Da,-Da is a rf-split dilation Da»

where aj'=a1(i/ •«,•, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , d. Da" permutes the Ki according

to w'-tt. If we denote by Gd the d-split dilations of £ which are

permutations we have:

Theorem 2. Gd is a group of order d\{{q — l)/d)d. It is a subgroup of

index dd of the semidirect product by Sd of d copies of the multiplicative

group of F.

The order of Gd is computed by knowing that Sd contains d\ ele-

ments and that each class £,• contains {q — l)/d elements. The other

assertions follow easily from the preceding discussion.

Now let co be a primitive {q — l)st root of unity in £. Put

Kd=o>w~1)ld so that Kd is a primitive dth root of unity.

Let d\ d', d'\q — l. There is then a natural inclusion GdQGd> given by

UWi, . .     , tti)     * I^iai, . . .  , ag, si, . . . , <y, Oi, . . .  , at)-

repeated d'/d times

Since Kd = {Kd')d'ld, the two maps agree on all of £.

Let d', d" be two divisors of q — 1. Then Gd^Gd'C\Gd" where

d = id', d") is the greatest common divisor of d' and d". Our claim

is that the inclusion is an equality. This is seen as follows.

Let £ SGd'C^Gd". Since £ is rf'-split, it is given by a polynomial with

exponents of the form k'{{q-l)/d') + l (k' = 0, 1, • • • , d'-l) only.

Since £ isi"-split, the same holds with exponents k"{{q — l)/d")+l.

Thus each k'{{q-l)/d')+l is of the form k"{{q-l)/d") + l for

suitable k". Putting k = k'd/d' = k"d/d" we have k'{{q-l)/d') + l

= k"{{q-l)/d) + l=k{{q-l)/d) + l, whence £ is also J-split. Hence

the assertion.

4. Enumerations. By Theorem 2 the number of elements in Gd is

d\{{q—l)/d)d. Denote this by gd. Let d\, d2, • ■ • , dT be the divisors

oi q — 1 which are 9^q—1. By repeated application of the fact that
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Gd'^JGd" contains gd'+gd"— gw,d") elements, we obtain

r

Z(-i)"-1     Z      gM,v..-,<v
f>—1 lS»'l<- ■ «p£r

for the number of elements of

If £=<?, these elements are inequivalent under the equivalence

relations defined in §2.

Assume now, p = q. The (p — l)-split dilations are just arbitrary

permutations of P which send 0 into itself. Every equivalence class of

permutations of P contains a (p— l)-split dilation.

If p = q = T, there are 60 permutations which are either 1-, 2-, or

3-split, thus 60 equivalence classes containing a permutation which

is <7-split with d 5^6. However, we can compute directly that there are

108 equivalence classes of permutations on the 7 elements of P7.

Thus equivalence classes containing nontrivial (d^p — l) split dila-

tions do not exhaust all equivalence classes.

In fact, for large p equivalence classes containing nontrivial split

dilations are quite scarce and their relative number appears to go to

0 as p—+ oo.

p (Number of equivalence classes containing nontrivial split

dilations)/(Total number of equivalence classes)

3 1

5 1
7 5.56X10-1

11 1.18X10"2

13 1.30 X10"3

17 8.39X10"6

19 5.53 X10-7
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